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MS. JURISITA M. QUINTOS
Senior Vice-President
Philippine Stock Exchange
Tektite Building, Ortigas City

Seeurity Code: PO-O30

Dear Ms. Quintos,

The article reported in part that:

WPhHippin. National Oil Compan ~ ...s ~ Development CofPOral*'n (PNOC) expects the earnings of its &lbskJisries -PetronCorp. And

PNOC Energy De\lelopment Corp. -rmprove by 10 percent to 15

percent in 2007. 8 top company ~ ald. 77le year 2007 looks vert

good for us. W. expect good Jnve Is f1t)m Perron and PNOC EDC.

W. see them growing by 10 peroentlto 15 percent,' PNOG president

Peter Aquino said. x x x The income df PNOC EDC, on the other hand,

is seen it) improve in 2007 as it is e~cf to start (X)fnmiss.oning a 49

megawatt geotheffl18J project in NegI. by Pebruaty. 77Je commercial
operation of the new geothermal faciliJv is likely to wntribute some P3
bi"ion addit;ona' income for ~e oompan'f. x x x"

~ indicated in the Prospectus, "there is no aasur;
completed or if completed that they will perfonn in ~

l,n~ that any A t~ projects will be
nel

~I ~ \.
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Also, we affirm the following statements being attributed to PNOC EDC:

.That it was crested in 1976 to accelerate the exploration, delineation and
development of indigenOus energy resour~:

.That a Drilling DMsion was consequentlY formed to help carry out PNOC

EDC's mission; and,
.That PNOC EDC, currently, owns and nperates 1,149 MW of geothermal

capacity spread over the provinces of Leyte, Negros Oriental,
Albay/Sorsogon and North Cotabato. Thir. represents approximately 60 % of

the country's installed geothenTIal capadt}i.

As of this writing, no final estimates are available from the PNOC EDC for public
disclosure as regard Northern Negros Geothem,al Projed's contribution to the
Company's net income. The numbers indicated in the- news article may have been taken
from earlier submission(s} to PNOC during the initial evaluation undertaken for the
project prior to December 13, 2006.

We hope we have provided adequate information on the above.
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